In this paper, a hybrid watermarking scheme, that employs both DCT and VQ, has been presented. The authors have proposed a modification of the conventional LBG algorithm in this paper for designing the codebook to be used subsequently for compressing the image employing VQ. The watermark/logo is embedded in the constructed codebook after suitable DCT operations. The compression and reconstruction of the cover image employs the modified embedded codebook. The indirect mechanism of embedding the watermark and the hybrid combination of VQ and DCT make the entire watermarking scheme reasonably robust with respect to various types of common attacks which include intensity modification in real domain, modification in transformed domain namely JPEG compression etc. The method has been implemented and tested on a number of example images. We have also tested the robustness of authenticating capability of the scheme both qualitatively and quantitatively for various types of attacks.
INTRODUCTION
Usage of digital image watermarking technique [1] has grown significantly to protect the copyright ownership of multimedia data. Since Digital multimedia data is very much prone to unlawful and unauthorized replication, reproduction and manipulation. Digital watermarking technique is one of the popular and widely used copyright authentication techniques for multimedia data. In digital image watermarking scheme, copyright protection information which is commonly termed as watermark is embedded in the protected image. The watermark may be a logo, label or a random sequence. A typical good watermarking scheme should aim at keeping the embedded watermark very robust under malicious attack in real and spectral domain.
Incorporation of the watermark in the image could be performed in various ways [2] [3] [4] . In addition to this incorporation could also be realized in transformed version of the protected image [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For example, M. Barni et.al [5] was presented a digital watermark scheme based on DCT transformed image where they embedded a random sequence into the selective coefficients of DCT transformed image. Another DCT based watermark scheme was proposed by Wai C. Chu [6] . In their scheme, before embedding the watermark, DCT applied on sub images, which were obtained by sub sampling the image. Jiang-Lung Liu et.al [7] proposed a robust watermark scheme by embedding a watermark into the DWT domain. Some combinational approach [8] [9] [10] of two transforms namely DCT and DWT were used to design robust watermarking scheme.
Basically, in all scheme, the incorporation of the watermark is performed directly either in image or transformed image. Besides some indirect incorporation methods are available where embedding is done during encoding process. For example, in VQ based watermark scheme [12] [13] [14] [15] , instead of inserting the logo directly into the protected image, the embedding is done during VQ encoding process. The main advantage of their algorithms is that in general these are more robust compare to the direct method. Since when attacks are employed directly on the watermark image, it does not damage the watermark directly.
In this work, we try to make this scheme more robust which is hybrid in nature and employ both image transform namely VQ and DCT. Further in our scheme, the watermark exists in both the VQ compressed image as well as in the VQ decoded image and the watermark extraction can be performed without using the original image.
The paper is organized as follows. After this introductory section, we present a brief overview of the VQ and the 2D-DCT in section 2. The proposed digital watermarking scheme is elaborated in section 3. Some experimental results are presented in section 4 to discuss the robustness of the proposed scheme with respect to several image processing attacks. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5.
BRIEF CONCEPT OF VQ AND DCT
In this section, we will briefly review the VQ and the DCT in the context of digital watermarking scheme. VQ extensively use for compressing the image with high compression ratio while DCT is widely used to implement robust digital watermarking algorithm.
VQ for Image Compression
In conventional Vector quantization (VQ) scheme [16] [17] 
encoding process and (iii) decoding process. Among several algorithms for codebook design, one of the widely use technique is LBG algorithm [18] . The LBG algorithm begins with choosing some training vectors at random as an initial codebook. This initial codebook is evolved into an improved one through iterative clustering of the training vectors. The algorithmic steps of LBG are as given below.
Algorithm: LBG_Codebook_Design
Input: A training set,
Begin
Step where D i denotes the average distortion of i-th cluster.
Step 5: If After designing the codebook, the VQ encoding process is performed to compress the image. During the VQ encoding process each image vector is replaced by the index of the most appropriate representative vector from the codebook. The matching is obtained based on the smallest squared Euclidean distances between the image vector and the codeword of the codebook.
In case of decoding, each index is used to search the same codebook and the corresponding codeword is placed in the position indicated by the index to get the decompressed image. The schematic diagrams of VQ encoding and decoding process are shown in Figure 1 -2.
Where CW Codeword
DCT Transformation
The DCT [11] transforms a signal from a spatial representation into a frequency representation. It represents an image as a sum of sinusoids of varying magnitudes and frequencies. An input image, f(x,y) of size N × N pixels is divided into nonoverlapping blocks of size 8×8 and then each block is transformed into DCT coefficients. Two dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT) for image f(x,y) of size N × N pixels, is defined as follow.
(1)
The image is reconstructed from the transformed image F(u,v) by applying inverse 2D-DCT according to the following equation.
After applying 2D-DCT on digital image, the transform gives three frequency sub-bands: low frequency sub-band, midfrequency sub-band and high frequency sub-band. Low frequency sub-band contains most of the important visual parts of the image and in general the high frequency sub-band is usually removed by compression. In this paper we have chosen the mid-frequency sub-band and the watermark is embedded by modifying the coefficients of this frequency sub-band so that the visual quality of the image does not be degraded and the watermark will not be removed by compression technique [5] .
THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this section, we describe the proposed watermarking scheme which is employed on VQ compressed image. In our scheme, initially VQ technique is applied on the original image and after VQ process it produces a codebook and an index-table. So after VQ process, the codebook is considered as a cover medium for embedding the watermark (Binary image). After embedding the watermark in the codebook, the image can be stored/transmitted either in compressed form (i.e. the watermark embedded codebook and the index When the image is stored/transmitted as compressed form, then the watermark extraction can be performed directly from the watermark embedded codebook. In the second case, when the watermark image is in from of VQ reconstructed image, then one issue arises during watermark extraction process. The issue is how to extract the watermark embedded codebook from the VQ reconstructed image? So we have proposed a method to extract the codebook from the VQ reconstructed image. First of all we present the codebook extraction method and then we describe the watermark embedding as well as the watermark extraction processes in details in the following subsections.
Codebook Extraction:
In our scheme, the proposed modified LBG algorithm is used to design the codebook. The reason behind choosing the modified LBG algorithm will be elaborated in details after presenting the algorithmic steps of the modified LBG. In the conventional LBG algorithm the codebook, Y is initialized by the randomly selected some training vectors from the training set X. In the proposed scheme, instead of initializing the codebook randomly, we have initialized the codebook from the training set X based on some pseudo random sequence. The pseudo random sequence will be generated by using a PRNG and a seed. The algorithmic steps of the modified LBG are as given below.
Algorithm: Modified_LBG_Codebook_Design
Begin
Step In the modified LBG algorithm, during the first iteration at step 3, the image block at b i -th location gives minimum Euclidean distance with i-th codeword as they are same image block. Through the second iteration the image block at b i -th location will also match with i-thcodeword since in the first iteration at step 7 the b i -th location image block was replaced with the ithcodeword. The above processes imply that the image block at b i -th location always matched with the i-th codeword during each iteration. Therefore once the codebook is prepared to use, we can compress the secret images by the VQ scheme to generate the index table. In the index-table, we always find the index-value at b i -th location is i. The advantage of using this index-table is that from VQ reconstructed image if we decompose the VQ reconstructed image into non-overlapping blocks then the image block at b i -th location represents the ithcodeword and so on. So once we generate the pseudo random sequence, we can easily extract the codewords from the VQ reconstructed image.
Watermark Embedding Process
When the image compression has been completed by the VQ scheme then we can start embedding the watermark. The watermark embedding procedure is shown in Figure. 3, and described in details in the following steps. Begin
Step 1: Decompose the grayscale image into non-overlapping blocks with size of 8×8.
Step 2: Use the modified LBG algorithm to construct the codebook. The codeword size must be 8×8. Compress the image using the codebook and store the index-table.
Step 3: Shuffle the position of the codewords within the codebook according to the pseudo random sequence, pn1 which is generated using the secret seed. This step strengthened the confidentiality of the watermark.
Step 4: Compute block based DCT of each codeword and select n coefficients from the mid-frequency sub-band of each DCT transformed codeword.
Step 5: Embed each bit of watermark, as pseudo random noise sequence of length n into each DCT transformed codeword as follow.
Step 5.1: Generate a pseudorandom sequence, pn2. Here the sequence is in normal distribution with zero mean and unity variance. Step 6: Replace the mid-band coefficients of the DCT transformed codeword by the modified mid-band coefficients from the previous step.
Step 7: Compute inverse DCT to each codeword to produce the watermark codebook.
Step 8: Perform inverse shuffling of the codebook using the pnsequence from Step 3.
Step 9: Store/transmit the watermark image either in compressed form (i.e the watermarked codebook and the indextable) or in VQ reconstructed form (i.e. reconstructed image after performing VQ decoding using the watermarked codebook and the index-table). End 
Watermark Extraction Process
In this subsection, the watermark extraction process is described in details. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the watermark extraction process. The algorithmic steps of the extraction process as follow.
Begin
Step 1: If the watermark is extracted from the VQ reconstructed image go to Step 2, otherwise go to
Step 3.
Step 2: Decompose the watermark image into nonoverlapping blocks of size 8×8 and select the image blocks according to the pn-sequence, which was used during codebook training process. The selected image blocks are store in prescribed order to produce the codebook.
Step 3: Generate the pn-sequence, pn1 to shuffle the codebook.
Step 4: Compute block based DCT of each codeword and choose n coefficients from the mid-frequency sub-band of the each DCT transformed codeword where t i represents the vector of selected mid-band coefficients of i-th codeword.
Step 5: Find the presence of noise sequence, pn2 in each codeword to extract the watermark bit as follows. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed watermark scheme. We have carried out our proposed algorithm on a set of standard gray level images, but in this paper only the results of the most popular image "Pepper" of size 512×512 with 256 gray levels is considered. Here we have taken a binary logo of size 32×32 as a watermark. Both images are shown in Figure 5 . In our experiments, we used modified LBG algorithm to train a codebook of size 1024 where the codeword size is 8×8. In watermark embedding process we have taken the value of α=0.2. In this paper, we compute the Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) value to evaluate the quality between the original image and watermarked image or the attacked watermark image.The PSNR is calculated as (3) Where (4) Figure 6 shows the VQ decoded original image and watermark image along their PSNR value. 
Where w and w" are the watermark and the modified watermark respectively. Each watermark is of size M×M. In the following subsection, we will present the simulation results to show the effectiveness of our watermark algorithm. We have executed the following attacks on the watermark image to test the robustness of our proposed watermark scheme.
Image Filtering
In filtering operation, we apply Gaussian 3×3 low pass filter on watermark image as shown in Figure 7 (a). The extracted watermark is shown in Figure 7 (b).
Image Noising
We add Salt & Pepper noise of variance 0.01to the watermarked image. The presence of this noise reduces the PSNR value of the watermark image. However, the retrieved watermark is still recognizable as shown in Figure 8 .
Histogram Equalization
We enhanced the watermark image by applying the histogram equalization as shown in Figure 9 (a). The PSNR value of enhanced image is reduced to 18.3039 dB. However, the retrieved watermark is still recognizable as shown in Figure 9 (b).
Image Cropping
Several cropping operations like quarter-cropped and halfcropped are performed on the watermark images. In quartercropped attacks, the watermark image is cropped by one-fourth from the upper left corner where in half-cropped attack, one-half of the watermark image is replaced by some other image or pixel values. From the simulation results we find that cropping operation of quarter-croped has less influence on the visual quality of the extracted watermark. The quarter-cropped watermarked images are shown in Figure 10 . The extracted watermarks are shown in bellow of the cropped images with their corresponding NC value.
In half-cropped attack, the quality of extracted watermark is degraded in some cases but still they are recognizable as shown Figure 11 . 
JPEG Image Compression
In general image is preferred to compress before transmission over the Internet. JPEG compression technique is generally used. Here JPEG compression is applied on the basis of different compression ratio to the watermarked image and the extracted watermark is shown in Figure 12 .
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a hybrid watermarking scheme that compresses the images using VQ and embeds the logo in the codebook after DCT operation. At the sending-end, before embedding the logo, the position of codewords are shuffled using a pn-sequence for security reason and the same pnsequence is used at the receiving-end to reconstruct the codebook and extract the logo. This strengthens the confidentiality of the watermarking as only the legal user, who knows the pn-sequence, can recover the logo or copyright information. Thus the proposed scheme supports both compressed transmission and the protection of the intellectual property over the open channel like Internet. The proposed watermarking scheme has been simulated over several images for logo extraction and image processing attacks such as filtering, noising, cropping, JPEG compression etc and satisfactory results have been obtained. 
